Abstract. The electron transport in silicon at low and very low energy (10 eV -2 keV) is investigated with a Monte Carlo code. The elastic scattering with nuclei is described by Mott's model of partial waves, whereas the inelastic collisions with electrons are described by the complex dielectric function theory. The code has been validated by means of comparison with electron emission yields (EEY) and energy loss spectra experimentally measured in ultrahigh vacuum on an Ar-etched sample. Electron emission yields, practical ranges, and ionizing doses are presented for electrons in silicon down to 10 eV.
INTRODUCTION
he study of low energy electron transport in matter is of great interest for many fields of applications. For instance, in microelectronics, the shrinking of electronic devices has recently reached about 14 nm [1] and thus has created a need for more precise electron transport codes at very low energy to study the effects of ion and electron trackstructures on the sensitivity of electronic devices [2] [3] . At these scales, the radiation transport modeling shall be accurate over small distances of few nanometers and very low energies of few tens of eV. Some authors have worked to develop numerical methods adapted to the electron transport at low energy [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] . Recently, a new module dedicated to low energy electron transport has been implemented in Geant4. This electromagnetic model of Geant4 called MicroElec performs the electrons transport down to ~16 eV [4] [5] [6]. It has been used to improve the modeling of heavy ion track structures below a radial distance of 10 nm [4] . The Geant4-MicroElec library extension [3] [4] [5] [6] has also been employed to investigate the sensitivity of advanced devices to incident electrons [9] . For now, the Geant4-MicroElec model is only valid down to ~16 eV for a single material (silicon). Some other codes have been implemented over the past years for silicon [2] [7] . ONERA in collaboration with CNES has developed its own code: OSMOSEE [10] [11] . In this code dedicated to low energy electron emission, the implemented physical models were initially specific to aluminum. On the other side, the Geant4-MicroElec library extension is based on the complex dielectric function theory and could be easily adapted to different materials. In a collaborative effort, this work proposes to extend the domain of validity of such kind of approaches to different materials and down to a few eV. At these low energies additional phenomena (not included in MicroElec), for example the crossing of the surface potential barrier or surface plasmon excitations, must be taken into account. Up to now, three materials (aluminum, silver and silicon) have been implemented in the code OSMOSEE for energies between 10 eV and 2 keV [12] . This enables to estimate some relevant parameters for new generation devices of small dimensions such as the range of electrons and the ionizing dose.
The validation of the model is performed by means of comparisons with experimental measurements obtained with a facility entirely dedicated and designed to electron emission [10] [13] . Electron Emission Yield (EEY) and energy loss spectra obtained in ultrahigh vacuum on an Ar-etched sample of silicon are compared with simulation results.
II. LOW ENERGY MONTE CARLO CODE
If electron transport in matter is well described at high energies, it is not the case at low (few tens of eV) and very low energy (a few eV) where most analytical models extrapolated from high energy fail [14] . In matter the trajectory of the electrons is driven by two main mechanisms: the elastic and the inelastic scatterings. At low energy, one has to take into account not only the inelastic scattering (i.e. collision with electrons), but also the elastic scattering (i.e. deflection by nuclei) that is predominant in these energy ranges. In the code OS-MOSEE, the elastic interactions are described by Mott's model (or partial waves) from the code ELSEPA [15] . The inelastic scattering is described by the complex dielectric function theory and optical data [3] [16] . The code takes into account surface plasmon excitations and the crossing of the surface potential barrier [10] [11] . The MC procedure is a standard one. Random numbers are used to determine the type of interaction, the distance traveled between collisions, and the characteristics of the interaction (scattering angles, energy transfers). It has been described in previous papers [10] [11] . Paths and energy losses are calculated until the electron is emitted out of the solid or until its energy falls under an energy threshold. This threshold equals eχ+E G +ΔV for semiconductors, with E G the energy bandgap, eχ the electron affinity, and ΔV the valence bandwidth.
First, the principle of the simulation method (complex dielectric function theory) is briefly described in section III. Next, simulation results (energy spectra, EEY, practical ranges, and T 978-1-5090-4366-8/16/$31.00 ©2016 IEEE ionizing doses) performed with the code OSMOSEE in silicon targets are presented in sections IV, V, and VI.
III. INELASTIC MEAN FREE PATHS
In the complex dielectric function theory, the total inelastic cross section σ can be obtained using equation (1) where NZ is the electronic density of the solid, a 0 =0.529 Å the Bohr radius, T the kinetic energy of the incident electron, and (ℏ , ℏ ) the exact dielectric function of the solid with ℏ and ℏ the energy and momentum transferred to the electrons of the solid [2] [3].
The first step of this method is to model the imaginary part of the inverse of the dielectric function (energy loss function) that contains all information on the electronic band structure of the solid. The energy loss function for ℏ = 0 may be obtained from optical data [16] . Methods to extend this function to all momentums ℏ have been described by different authors [2] [3] [8] [17] [18] . Consistency of the fitting is given by three sum-rules [3] . We found a maximum discrepancy of 8 % for silicon.
To get the total inelastic mean free path, one has to integrate (1) over energy ℏ and momentum ℏ transfers. The boundaries in ℏ are determined [3] [17] by the law of conservation of energy and momentum (2) .
The boundaries in energy transfer ℏ are obtained with respect to the Pauli principle [3] [8] [17] . In the MC code, the bottom of the valence band has been chosen as an energy reference for electrons in semiconductors. Equations (3) and (4) provide respectively the total inelastic mean free path λ and the stopping power SP, E being the total energy of the electron in the solid.
These calculations are presented on Fig. 1 and Fig. 2 . As depicted on these figures, the calculated total inelastic mean free path and stopping power are in good agreement with data from the literature.
In the code OSMOSEE, the surface plasmon excitations are taken into account by replacing the energy loss function
] with (ℏ , ℏ ) + 1 = 0 the dispersion relation for collective excitations near the surface [17] . A dependence of the electron depth z (i.e. Begrenzung effect) is then added to the surface plasmon mean free path [8] [10] [11] with equation (5), being the volume plasmon mean free path, and ℏ being the surface plasmon energy.
According to this model, the surface plasmon excitations may occur only in the first atomic layers from the surface [8] . As a result, the probability for exciting surface plasmons increases at very low energy. Fig. 1 . Total inelastic mean free path for electrons in silicon. Full [2] , dashed [7] and dotted [3] [18] lines represent calculations. Dots represent experimental data from references [3] [19] and therein, and crosses are used for calculations from [19] and therein. Fig. 2 . Stopping power for electrons in silicon. Full [2] , dashed [20] and dotted [3] IV.
VALIDATION: ENERGY LOSS SPECTRA AND EEY
The code OSMOSEE has been validated by comparisons with the literature and experimental measurements of different physical quantities, such as the energy loss spectra and the Electron Emission Yield (EEY).
Some backscattered electrons are primary electrons that have undergone inelastic energy losses. The electrons that have been backscattered after experiencing a single inelastic interaction will get out of the target material with a typical energy loss ℏω representative of the interaction. On an energy loss spectrum, that leads to a typical structure at the characteristic energy = 0 − ℏ , with E 0 the incident electron beam energy. Usually for backscattered electrons, the spectra are given in function of the energy loss ℏ = 0 − .
The energy loss spectra measurements were performed in an ultrahigh vacuum facility on an Ar-etched sample of silicon. A full description of the experimental facility can be found in reference [13] and therein. Fig. 3 shows that a good agreement is found between MC simulations and experimental measurements. The peaks corresponding to the volume plasmon excitation (vp) and its multiples appear clearly at ℏ =16.8, 33.6 and 50.8 eV. The surface plasmon excitation (sp) corresponds to the shoulder at 11.6 eV. It is less noticeable than the volume plasmon excitations on both simulated and experimental spectra [21] (and therein). Fig. 3 . Energy loss spectrum for backscattered electrons in silicon. Our experimental spectrum corresponds to E0=1990 eV whereas our MC spectrum (dashed line) and the experimental measurements of Cao et al. [21] are for E0=1000 eV. In addition to the backscattered electrons, the study of the Auger electrons is useful to validate a MC code. The Auger electrons are secondary electrons born from collisions with core electrons of the solid. They are emitted out of the solid with a typical energy that depends on the core levels involved in the interaction. Fig.4 shows the MC results for the L 2,3 VV and L1L 2,3 V Auger transition in silicon. Our MC simulations are in fairly good agreement with the MC simulations and the experimental results of Cao et al. [21] .
The EEY is defined as the ratio between the number of electrons emitted by a solid over the number of electrons initially impacting this solid. For silicon, as depicted in Fig. 5 , MC simulated yields are in good agreement with Bronstein & Fraiman's experimental data [22] , and with the MC simulations of Kuhr & Fitting [8] . Since our measurements are performed on bulk solids, for easily oxidized materials such as silicon, a capping layer of oxide may remain on the sample after Ar-etching. This may explain the discrepancy at very low energy between our data and Bronstein and Fraiman's. [22] , and square are our experimental measurements.
V. CSDA AND PRACTICAL RANGES
In a solid, the incident electrons are slowed down by successive inelastic scattering with some electrons of the solid atoms. Each electron has an individual trajectory. The path length of this trajectory is the total distance traveled until the electron comes to rest. The average path length is known as the 'range' of the electrons in the solid [14] [23]. The range, in the Continuous-Slowing-Down Approximation (CSDA), can be estimated by integration of equation (4) over energy from a final to an initial value. Our simulations enable the estimation of the CSDA range down to a few eV as depicted in Fig.6 .
However, due to deflections by nuclei, most electrons do not reach a depth that equals their range. The depth they finally reach is called the penetration depth. For electrons, it is common to define the average penetration depth, a metric more representative than the CSDA range of the penetration distance that can be traveled by the electrons in a solid. The practical range is commonly defined [14] (see Fig. 7 ) as the point where the tangent at the steepest section of the transmission curve intersects with the thickness or depth axis (X-axis). This work (exp) Kuhr et al. [12] This work (MC) [21] [21]
[21]
[8]
[22] The practical range is plotted on Fig. 8 . A good agreement is found with data from the literature at high energy, however as can be seen in Fig. 8 , below 100 eV the practical range tends to stabilize to a value of a few nanometers [23] instead of decreasing according to a power law as predicted by commonly used analytical models [14] [23]. 
VI. IONIZING DOSE
The ionizing dose is the deposited energy by unit of mass of a target material subsequent to interactions with the electrons of the solid. The code OSMOSEE enables the calculation of dose profiles down to a few eV. Fig. 9 shows the ionizing doses profiles for 100 eV and 1 keV. As depicted in that figure, at 1 keV our MC simulation are in fairly good agreement with the MC simulation of Akkerman et al. [2] , and that of Valentin et al. [3] . At 100 eV, there is a huge discrepancy with the results of Valentin et al. who use the Geant4-MicroElec library extension. This discrepancy may be explained by the differences on the elastic and inelastic mean free paths, and on the energy cutoff at which the electrons come to rest in the solid. Fig. 9 . Ionizing dose for electrons of energy E0=100 eV and E0=1 keV in silicon. The data come from [2] and [3] .
The probability of the elastic scattering is shown in Fig. 10 for the three codes. For an incident electron, the number of elastic scatterings is the result of a competition between the elastic and the inelastic mechanisms. Fig. 10 shows that the probability of the elastic scattering presents a huge discrepancy at low energy. As previously depicted on Fig. 1 , the inelastic mean free path of the code OSMOSEE is much lower below 50 eV than those of Akkerman et al. and of Valentin et al. In the code OSMOSEE, the electrons tend to do more inelastic collisions at low energy. As a result, the electrons may go further in the solid and lose their energy faster. A discrepancy also exists for the elastic scattering. The code OSMOSEE uses the cross sections from the code ELSEPA of Salvat and coworkers [15] down to 10 eV. Valentin et al. employ the cross sections from the ICRU database [25] based on the code EL-SEPA but above 50 eV. Below 50 eV, the Mott's model (or partial waves) has been extrapolated down to 10 eV in the code OSMOSEE, whereas Akkerman et al. [2] and Valentin et al. [3] employ the cross sections for CS 2 from ab initio calculations by Bettega et al. [26] . In the code OSMOSEE, the energy cutoff is of + + Δ with respect to the bottom of the valence band. This limit is equivalent to Fig. 11 presents the ionizing dose profiles calculated with the code OSMOSEE for electrons from 10 to 200 eV. Below 100 eV, as the electrons go slightly further into the solid, they mainly deposit their energy in the first few nanometers from the surface. As a result, the ionizing dose level increases near the surface. This behavior is in agreement with the practical range of electrons that shows a threshold below 100 eV (Fig. 8) . At 200 eV, as the electrons go deeper in the solid, they deposit their energy further into the solid. As a result, the maximum level of the ionizing dose is located deeper. This behavior is also shown on Fig. 9 
VII. CONCLUSION
The transport of electrons in silicon is investigated with a Monte Carlo code down to 10 eV. The MC code is based on the complex dielectric function theory and takes into account surface plasmon excitations. The code has been validated by comparisons with experimental measurements of electron energy loss spectra and electron emission yields performed in ultrahigh vacuum on an Ar-etched sample. Simulation results of practical ranges and ionization doses are in good agreement with the literature. The calculations of the ionizing dose profiles are given down to 10 eV. At low energy, the ionizing dose profiles show a correlation with the practical range. Below 100 eV, while the practical range of electrons stabilizes to a value of a few nanometers, the ionizing dose level increases near the surface. When increasing the energy of incidence, the electrons go further into the solid and the maximum ionizing dose level is located deeper. 
